SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN DAY

Friday, October 22, 2021

Bowdoin College
At the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises the College gathers to recognize its highest-ranking scholars and to hear speeches by an outstanding student and a highly recognized practitioner in one of the liberal arts disciplines.

The recognition of James Bowdoin Scholars was begun in 1941 to honor those undergraduates who distinguish themselves by excellence in scholarship and to commemorate the Honorable James Bowdoin III (1752–1811), first patron of the College. James Bowdoin III, who asked that the College be named after his father, was an agriculturalist, an art and book collector, and a diplomat who served as Thomas Jefferson’s minister plenipotentiary to Spain from 1804 to 1808.

In 1997, by faculty vote, the College determined that both the commemorative day and the distinction as scholar be changed so as to recognize both Sarah and James Bowdoin. Sarah and James Bowdoin were married from 1780 until his death in 1811. Like her husband, Sarah Bowdoin gave many gifts to the College, including most of the Bowdoin family portraits, which were bequeathed to the College upon her death.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

PROCESSIONAL

Overture
by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

George Lopez, Beckwith Artist in Residence, piano

WELCOME

Clayton S. Rose, President of the College

STUDENT ADDRESS

“Bowdoin in the First-Person Plural”

Julia Jennings ’23

RECOGNITION OF SCHOLARS

Almon Goodwin Prize
Phi Beta Kappa
Book Awards
Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars

ADDRESS

“Obey the Law and Enjoy the Entropy”

Michael P. Danahy
Senior Lecturer in Chemistry

RECESSIONAL

“Raise Songs to Bowdoin”

and

“Études-Tableaux”

by Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943)

George Lopez, piano
ALMON GOODWIN PRIZE

From the Class of 2022
Anthea L. Bell
Emily Yuan-ann Pan
Julia Perillo
Anthony Yanez

PHI BETA KAPPA

From the Class of 2022
Anthea L. Bell
Michael Christopher Dean
Matthew James Donnelly
Morgan Keller Edwards
Braden E. Fisher
John Rodgers Hood
Kyubin Kim
Emily Yuan-ann Pan
Julia Perillo
Caroline Laurier Geddes Poole
Shane Anthony Smolenski
Anthony Yanez

BOOK AWARD WINNERS

A book bearing a replica of the early College bookplate that distinguishes the James Bowdoin Collection in the library is presented to every undergraduate who has carried a full course program and has received a grade point average of 4.0 in his or her courses during the last academic year.

*Two-time Book Award winner
**Three-time Book Award winner

Class of 2020
Jason J. Park

Class of 2022
Anthea L. Bell**
Patrick Francis Bloniasz
Warsameh Bulhan
Summer Hope Chamberlin
Brianna Marie Cunliffe*
Michael Christopher Dean*
Matthew James Donnelly*
Morgan Keller Edwards*
Kieran Mostyn Enzian*
Ekaterina Filiakova
Braden E. Fisher*
Reed M. Foehl
Max Elias Freeman
Prithvi Gunturu
Will Fox Hausmann
Elise Louisa Hocking
John Rodgers Hood*
Jeremy Asher Hoyne Grosvenor
Kyle Andrew Jadatz
Margaret Whitney Janes
Rubin Zane-Ray Jones*
Francis Jacob Nicolas Kassama
Kyubin Kim*
Isabel Marie Krogh*
Grace Soeun Lee
Joanna Lin*
Michelle Yuhui Luan
Phuong Truc Luong
Melissa Kathleen Magnath
Katherine Aiello McKee
Adrienne Sara Miller
Grace Miller Monaghan*
Maximilian Vago Muradian
Nicole Sun Joo Nigro
Emily Yuan-ann Pan**
Patrycja Pekala
Evan Zamora Phillips
Caroline Laurier Geddes Poole*
Kyle Putnam*
Graham Alexander Fraser Rutledge*
Teagan Marie Ryan*
Reuben Mindlin Schafir*
Hannah Tess Scotch
Shane Anthony Smolenski*
Elena Sparrow
Katherine Elizabeth Walsh
Lauren Kanoelani Waters
Lucas Riley Weitzenberg
Micah Benjamin Wilson
You Jia Xi
Yifei Xu*
Anthony Yanez**
Nicole Hiu Wang Yip
Jingyi Zhou

Class of 2023
Arav Agarwal
Lilly Mae Armstrong
Katharine A. Barrett
Emma Aurelie Bomfim*
Salina Chin*
Sarah Elizabeth Clarke
Jean Nikolas Reyes Clemente
Rory Mayne Devlin*
Shayla Christine Eubanks
Margaret Ruth Frederick
Seamus Frey
Edward G. Fuell*
Francesca Lila Garces
Ari Steven Geisler*
Ana Brady Gunther*
Emma Michelle Hargreaves
Julia Marie Jennings
Zubin Jay Kenkare
Ryan Scott Kovarovics
Leslie Sinclaire Stark Ledahlg*
Tony Liu
Elizabeth Joy Matsiko
Leif Poe Maynard
Angela Mary McKenzie
Liam Kevin McNett
Annika Ruddon Moore*

Nhi Lan Nguyen
Lucia Marie O’Sullivan
Alexander Peter Panapikolaou
Isabel Stella Petropoulos
Lucas Edwin Porter
Patrick Thomas Rochford*
Elijah Dacones Rowland
Edwin Sanchez Huizar
Corinne Janette Schmolka*
Jillian Claire Sher
Pranay Vir Singh*
Jacob William Sternberg–Sher
Ryan James Supple
Clotine Crawford Tarlton
Sujata Eden Tewari
Abby Wang
John McDermott Wellschlager*
Paris Wenjuan Wilson
Ian Maling Zogg

Class of 2024
Ahmad Adeb Abdulwadood
Sophia E. Adami–Sampson
Jenna Marie Albanese
Ingrid Elizabeth Astley
Zebediah S. Becker
Devin Thomas Bellevue
Annika R. Carey
Sarah Grace Conant
Spencer Thomas Davis
Katherine Stebbins Draeger
Darien Seth Gillespie
Shoshana Nan Gordon
Ava Julia Ferro Grandfield
Nina Hashimoto
Ezra Logan Jones
Jessica Cecilia Kwasny
Zachary M. Leibowitz
Liliana Isa Lines
Isabelle Miller Lockhart
Sarah Ashlin McClelland
Charles Henry McLarnon
Aditya Singh Pall–Pareek
Alexander Bryan Racape
Ray Patrick Sakamoto
Emily Mae Simons
Megan Rylee Stretch
Josephine Price Tidmore
Nancy Xing
SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN SCHOLARS, 2020–2021

STUDENT MARSHALS
From the Class of 2022

Anthea L. Bell
Emily Yuan-ann Pan
Julia Perillo
Anthony Yanez

CLASS OF 2020
Jason J. Park

CLASS OF 2021
Finnegan McCoul Woodruff

CLASS OF 2022
Love Avril Jr.
Mustafa Aydogdu
Jessica Bae
Isabel Kristina Ball
Anthea L. Bell
Patrick Francis Bloniasz
Warsameh Bulhan
Summer Hope Chamberlin
Ella Pearl Crabtree
Brianna Marie Cunliffe
Thomas Alexandrides Daley
Theodore Samuel Danzig
Michael Christopher Dean
Matthew James Donnelly
Sunshine Eaton
Morgan Keller Edwards
Jonas Malachi Eichenlaub
Peter Harold Enger
Kieran Mostyn Enzian
Ekaterina Filiakova
Braden E. Fisher
Reed M. Foehl
Max Elias Freeman
Laura McClasky Friel
Jessica Marion Gearan
Prithvi Gunturu
Zoe Lynne Francoise Guyot
Emma Nicole Hahesy
Will Fox Hausmann
Alice Caragh Hawkins
Nanase Hayami

Liam Robert Healy
Elise Louisa Hocking
John Rodgers Hood
Jeremy Asher Hoyne Grosvenor
Yucheng Hua
Kyle Andrew Jadatz
Margaret Whitney Janes
Kathryn Isabelle John
Rubin Zane-Ray Jones
Brigita Nadine Kant
Francis Jacob Nicolas Kassama
Julia Elaine Katter
Kyubin Kim
Younju Koh
Alexander Avrom Kreines
Isabel Marie Krogh
Livia Troy Kunins-Berkowitz
Jamie Keilani Lau
Emilia McManus Lawler
Carey B. Lee
Grace Soeun Lee
Jingrui Lin
Joanna Lin
Michelle Yuhui Luan
Phuong Truc Luong
Melissa Kathleen Magrath
Benjamin Joseph Mason
Francesca Elisabeth Mauro
Katherine Aiello McKee
Adrienne Sara Miller
John Michael Milligan
Grace Miller Monaghan
Katherine Beirne Moynihan
Maximilian Vago Muradian
Nicole Sun Joo Nigro
Lucie Margarete Nolden
Griffin Alexander Ott
Emily Yuan-ann Pan
Camilo Pareja
Natsumi Lynne Meyer  
Carolyn Stephanie Miranda Portillo  
Annika Ruddon Moore  
Alexis Avery Mullen  
Tara Marie Dayal Mullen  
Sarah Karimi Munoru  
Kellie Nicolle Navarro  
Nhi Lan Nguyen  
Yingzhuo Niu  
Charles O’Brien  
Lucia Marie O’Sullivan  
Alexander Peter Papanikolaou  
Josh–Pablo Manish Patel  
Blythe Lee Peterson  
Isabel Stella Petropoulos  
Lucas Edwin Porter  
Eliana Hazel Starobin Roberts  
Patrick Thomas Rochford  
Elijah Dacones Rowland  
Gail Maria Saez–Hall  
Edwin Sanchez Huizar  
Corinne Janette Schmolka  
Augustine Manalili Segger  
Jillian Claire Sher  
Pranay Vir Singh  
Eliot Ray Small  
Lily Caroline Smith  
Jacey Wanru Song  
Henry Chapman Spritz  
Jacob William Sternberg–Sher  
Ryan James Supple  
Clotine Crawford Tarlton  
Christoph Anders Tatgenhorst  
Sujata Eden Tewari  
Karis Neuberger Treadwell  
Abby Wang  
Margaret Elizabeth Weinstock  
John McDermott Wellschlager  
Paris Wenjuan Wilson  
Zoe Ellis Wilson  
Ian Maling Zogg  

Marie–Natacha Barampana Mutombo  
Zebediah S. Becker  
Devin Thomas Bellevue  
Samara Kane Braverman  
Juliana Hellman Brown  
Samantha Rae Brown  
Hannah Marie Buckhout  
Patrick Callahan  
Annika R. Carey  
Reed Ladd Carlman  
Katrina Leila Carrier  
Olivia Sewon Choi  
Kevin Patrick Clark Jr.  
Cameron J. Coffey  
Sarah Grace Conant  
Jordyn Elizabeth Cowger  
Rahul Dasgupta  
Spencer Thomas Davis  
Tess Margaret Davis  
Noah Harrison Desmarais  
Anna Diagonu  
Katherine Stebbins Draeger  
Victoria Wai–Yi Dunphy  
Tucker East Ellis  
Nuanxi Feng  
Charles Joseph Galicich  
Darien Seth Gillespie  
Cassandra Diane Goldberg  
Shoshana Nan Gordon  
Ava Julia Ferro Grandfield  
Victoria Renee Gravel  
Grant Gordon Griesman  
Natasha A. Haft  
Caroline Song Hallmark  
Nina Hashimoto  
Daniel Justin Haskell  
Ayanna Sophie Hatton  
Sarah Nicole Hayward  
Jane Charlotte Hirschman  
Sophia Helena Hirst  
Everett Cameron Horch  
Alison M. Jackson  
Emily R. Jones  
Ezra Logan Jones  
Isabella Nicole Kane  
Kori Elisabeth Kelley  
Renske Kerkhofs  
Hannah Ashley Kim  
Yewon Kim  
Rachel Elena Klein

CLASS OF 2024

Ahmad Adeeb Abdulwadood  
Sophia E. Adami–Sampson  
Julissa Rose Aguilar  
Jenna Marie Albanese  
Alexandra Ritchie Ashraf  
Ingrid Elizabeth Astley
Aurora Dolce Dyck Kliewer
Katharine Ramsay Kurtz
Jessica Cecilia Kwasny
Connor Joseph Latona
Zachary M. Leibowitz
Liliana Isa Lines
Sophie L. Lipset
Cora Elizabeth Livingston
Isabelle Miller Lockhart
Calvin Andrew Lucido
Jared Patrick Lynch
Sarah Ashlin McClelland
Stephanie Ruth McCurrach
Charles Henry McLarnon
Amelia Jo McMillan
Richard John McNamara
Kyle Marcus Moeller
Ian William Morrison
Adam Charles Nelson
Brady Robert Nichols
Amira Olayemi Oguntoyinbo
Athis Osathapan
Aditya Singh Pall-Pareek
Emma Rose Paterson-Dennis
Alexander Bryan Racape
Christine Marie Reimer
Zackery D. Reynolds
Chun Jie Kofoid Ricci
Dylan Austin Richmond
Andrea Cristina Rodriguez
Ray Patrick Sakamoto
Robert Bradley Schoenthaler
Trevor Luke Shaw
Emily Mae Simons
Stephen Reid Staples III
Sydney Nicole Starks
Megan Rylee Stretch
Nora Anmei Sullivan Horner
Luke Michael Taylor
Elizabeth Campbell Thomas
Josephine Price Tidmore
Luke Samuel Tingley
Alexander Patrick Tully
Mia Sophie Vinding
Paul Y. Wang
Lionel Anil Welz
Nancy Xing
Yi Yang
Nicholas Takaki Tienhui Yoong
Emily Tang Zhao